PureSpring Institute's

School Of Prophetic Leadership
New Course*

Required for Prophetic Leadership Certification (Track I)

SPL4000 - Prophetic Process
Building Advanced Competency in the Exercise of Prophecy
"Go after love; still desiring to have the things which the Spirit gives, but most of all that you may
have the prophet's power." 1 Cor. 14:1 (Bible in Basic English)

Course Description
Prophetic Process helps you develop advanced competencies in the art and exercise of prophecy.
This interactive course delves deeper into the principles of dream interpretation, discernment,
prophetic discourse, and methods of prophetic delivery. Learning activities will include dream
journaling, decoding symbolic language, speech labs and oral presentations. Participants will be
encouraged to develop a toolkit of advanced resources for prophetic ministry.

Course Instructor
Rev. Kathleen S. Verna, PureSpring Institute Director

An experienced equipper and prophetic practitioner, Rev. Verna is a creative leadership strategist
and urban church planter who takes revelatory Biblical principles and practical methods and
equips a select cadre of kingdom leaders from the basics to a high level of proficiency in activating their kingdom commission.

Course Location
Congregation Lion of Judah, 62 Northampton St, Boston MA, 02118

Course Schedule for Spring 2019
4 Alternate Saturday Sessions, May - June.
• May 11
• May 25
• June 1
• June 15

Prophetic Dream Interpretation
Prophetic Discernment
Prophetic Dialogue & Discourse
Prophetic Delivery

10:00 am - 5:00 pm
10:00 am - 5:00 pm
10:00 am - 5:00 pm
10:00 am - 5:00 pm

Standard Tuition: $400 | Advance-Pay: $320 by 4/15
Includes all course materials

(Inquire about our Church Partnership Discounts, Advance-Pay, and FlexPay programs)

info@purespringinstitute.org

857-302-0445

www.purespringinstitute.org

Course Description:
Prophetic Dream Interpretation – Seminar I
Through the Bible, the mysteries of God have been revealed through dreams and visions. This is
the era of birthing prophetic visions and dreams where we will perceive what seems
impossible. Approach dream interpretation with spiritual understanding that results in an explosive awakening into this ancient-future form of communication. In this module, you will dig
deeper into the link between dreams and visions with the creative life. You will learn the language of God’s heart and how God communicates. Examine the symbolic language through
which God reveals His messages both collectively and personally. Coursework includes a heavy
emphasis on practical application through dream journaling, prayer activation sessions and creative exploration exercises.
Prophetic Discernment and Decision Making – Seminar II
Prophetic Leaders possess an awakened conscience that challenges people to press pass the veil
of unbelief into the realm of faith. The prophetic spirit calls others to see the unseen. For too
long, the church has lived accepting what is readily available to the natural eyes. Discernment
says that we penetrate past the superficial façade and no longer accept things at face value. Discernment looks deeper and breaks through the cloak of deception. Deception comes packaged
with a persuasiveness that sells diabolical beliefs in a rational, humane way. Learn who you are
as a seer of the unseen, and engage the dynamics between the spiritual and natural realms as
you explore the process of discernment. The coursework includes a heavy emphasis on practical
application through regular activation sessions and exercises.
Prophetic Dialogue and Discourse – Seminar III
In biblical literature, prophets are consistently depicted as orators and public speakers. This
module explores the dynamics of prophetic discourse by examining effective prophetic speech
that proclaims the biblical message for today’s most pressing issues. We will investigate and critique compelling examples of prophetic discourse to capture tools that effectively issue a
prophetic challenge to our world. The focus is cultivating proper approaches to embodying and
expressing the prophetic message through various methods and forms of communication and
construction, while further probing issues around the radical spirituality of prophetic leaders
that causes them to give voice to a burning message.
Prophetic Delivery – Seminar IV
Prophetic Delivery is the experiential component in this course that will utilize the following
modes of learning in order to develop and expand and sharpen prophetic delivery: lectures, class
discussion, videos/audios of notable prophetic speakers, small group dialogues, writing exercises,
in-class prophetic speeches with feedback sessions (Prophetic Speaking Lab), and movement
and voice exercises. Students are encouraged to use this class as a place to explore, take risks,
and experiment with speaking out prophetically and giving voice to the prophetic message.
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